SOME OTHER COMMON TRAPS

THE RATTLE TRAP - Jack is second easiest card to trap

1. Commonly Available
2. Easier for dealer to trap - Why?
3. If you need six pegs - go for it - whether dealer or non-dealer

J T Q - K - Lead K

Avoid trap by dropping jack on count of 12 or more

DEALER TRAP OFF 7/8 Lead

If holding 4-5-6 entice run by playing 6 70-30 odds favor your getting run with 5 followed by 4 spot 4+5+60 (10 unanswered pegs)

4-5-6-6 works even better

Here's one you won't hear about anywhere else.

When holding middle cards and 6 is led - play the 8 - the lead of 6 is most likely from 6699 or 6669 = 6-9-10-5